Dear Friends,

Our central mission remains providing Israel’s at-risk youth with a vibrant and holistic community of meaning, a future of hope and the essential tools for a productive life. Thank you for helping us shine a guiding light for marginalized Israeli youth. We are grateful to have you as our partners.

Our 2016 Annual Report reflects the positive outcomes of our successful fundraising efforts which made possible our new and innovative programs, such as our partnership with the IDF, and the unprecedented expansion of our educational methodology across Israel through our Village Way Educational Initiatives (VWEI).

Thanks to the hard work and vision of our expert educators and facilitators at the Village Way Educational Institute, we see the Village Way methodology influencing nearly every segment of Israel’s growing multicultural communities. From positively impacting youth in underserved Arab communities such as Tamra to connecting educators with each other, we are empowering and changing more lives than ever before.

Since 2006, the Village Way has impacted 11,800 youth and 1,500 educators in 30 educational communities, including youth villages, residential therapeutic communities and public high schools. This includes schools in some of Israel’s most impoverished development communities.

Our five-year goal to raise $36 million for the Village and Educational Initiatives will help us expand to 59 educational communities and impact even more youth at-risk in Israel than ever thought possible. By 2021, the Village Way will be serving more than 25,000 youth.

An investment in Friends of Yemin Orde is an investment in Israel’s most precious asset – its children. The proof of our success is reflected in the productive lives of our graduates, who are artists, military leaders, lawyers, technology and health care professionals, educators and much more.

Our 2017 activities include ground-breaking for a new soccer field and two new children’s homes at Yemin Orde Youth Village. In addition, VWEI hopes to add eight new partner communities. On behalf of Friends of Yemin Orde, thank you for helping us save more fragile Israeli children and for your partnership in making these miracles possible.

Our board of directors, professional leadership and I are inspired by your support and are working hard to build Israel’s future one student at a time.

George W. Blank

George Blank, right, takes over from Charlie Gwirtsman as Friends of Yemin Orde’s board chair at the November 15, 2016 annual meeting.

*Executive Committee
Yemin Orde Youth Village

Spotlight on this year’s outstanding accomplishments and programs.

Yemin Orde Youth Village is a holistic community of healing where 430 at-risk youth from different parts of the world live and learn together in harmony. The Village’s youth, who are between 14 and 18 years of age, are first generation Israelis, or their parents are first generation Israelis, and are from the lowest socio-economic communities in Israel.

Guided by its highly-successful Village Way educational methodology, Yemin Orde’s dedicated team of educators and professionals provide a careful balance of ethics, social justice and life lessons to its fragile youth. The chaotic lives of traumatized youth are transformed and formerly troubled teens develop confidence and learn to embrace hope for a bright future as productive citizens of Israel.

New Dental Equipment
The Village received a gift of dental equipment from Henry Schein, Inc. and its global supplier, Takara Belmont, to upgrade its on-site dental health clinic. The upgraded equipment allows for more complex dental procedures to be conducted on-site.

Sharing Village Way Model on a Global Scale
Yemin Orde was the only educational community from Israel invited to participate in an international symposium, in Hannover, Germany, in Nov. 2016. The conference featured distinguished experts on residential education. Yemin Orde’s Deputy Director, Susan Weijel, presented the Village Way model to participants.

Technology Partnerships
The Village launched a new collaboration with the Israel Defense Forces elite intelligence corps and Israeli high tech partners. This program offers motivated youth the opportunity to excel in computer and technology fields, skills highly-prized by the IDF and hi-tech companies.

Jewish Values and Identity
The important Jewish tenet of social justice is infused into daily life. Youth volunteer in underserved neighborhoods and are inspired to “pay it forward” as graduates. Jewish learning is integrated through activities that convey a positive understanding of Judaism, the Jewish people, and of Israel’s significance as a Jewish state and homeland.

Youth Choir Tours U.S.
Twelve members of Yemin Orde’s youth choir, as well as a graduate, toured select U.S. cities, performing for a total of more than 1,000 people during its two-week coast-to-coast trip. Concert venues included synagogues, Jewish day schools, cultural arts centers, a children’s hospital and more. The choir, which also sings at special programs at the Village and in Israel, is part of Yemin Orde’s music therapy program and provides a creative outlet for expression.

VILLAGE POPULATION 2016-2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETHIOPIA</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMER SOVIET UNION</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIVE ISRAELI</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZIL</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Empowering Israel’s at-risk youth with a matrix of healing, compassion and educational excellence.
The heart of Village Way Educational Initiatives is the Educational Institute, which is a think tank that facilitates long-term systematic change across Israel by training and mentoring educators in an innovative way.

The Institute provides workshops, interventions and resources to empower educators to help vulnerable students break the cycle of academic failure and achieve educational success.

The following programs and projects are part of the Institute’s focus.

**Academia**

In September 2016, Hebrew University’s School of Education and Oranim College of Education offered a Village Way methodology course. Additionally, David Yellin College, HaKibbutzim College, and Haifa University included Village Way materials in their general coursework.

**Trailblazers Course for Emerging Leaders**

Program for educators that creates a professional alliance for learning and developing leadership abilities, while deepening understanding of the Village Way methodology. This course is in cooperation with Tel Aviv University’s Continuing Education Unit.

**Educator’s Conference**

Nearly 1,000 educators attended the Village Way Educational Initiatives symposium held at Tel Aviv University. At the symposium, educators learn from each other, network and become empowered to better help their fragile students.

**Partnerships with IDF, Police and Prisons**

Our educational institute provides innovative training for leadership and staff working in diverse cultural environments. With a focus on working with Ethiopian Israelis, our partners work to increase cultural knowledge, build trust, provide tools for dialogue, and develop a sense of belonging. Partnerships have included Israel Border Police, Israeli Scouts, IDF, and Ofek Juvenile Prison.

**Evaluation of Our Success**

Tel Hai College has surveyed graduates who have participated in the Village Way integration process. Results are expected in Summer of 2017.

**The best thing that happened to our village over the past few years is our entrance into the Village Way process. The results are clear in our work.**

– Village Way High School Principal
Our Graduates: Staying Connected

Graduates Day Strengthens the Promise

Graduates Day is one of the most important events of the year when alumni return and visit with the current students, who view their older counterparts as positive role models. During the evening, graduates receive scholarships for higher education. The Graduates Day program is primarily supported by donations to Friends of Yemin Orde.

A Lifelong Commitment to Our Graduates

Yemin Orde’s youth and graduates have faith in the promise that the Village and its staff will always be there for them. Graduates who enter the military or volunteer in Israel’s National Service Program receive emotional support throughout their service.

The Village’s Graduate House or “Home Away From Home” provides those with no other home or place to stay in Israel following graduation with accommodations whenever needed.

Yemin Orde’s “Connections” program pairs each graduating senior with an adult mentor in the Village. The mentors remain in touch with graduates providing guidance on navigating the “real world.”

The Village also provides social and professional networking opportunities for graduates. Yemin Orde hosts class reunions as well as connects alumni to each other to encourage lasting friendships and be a source of guidance and support for each other.

Furthermore, graduates remain connected to the Village and to each other through Yemin Orde’s active social media outreach.

Graduate-soldiers serve with honor, often rising to the rank of officer. A volunteer Village liaison, plus staff and youth attend military ceremonies for graduates and provide care packages for those on active military duty.

Erez Hakiki (Iran)

“Yemin Orde is special because its support doesn’t stop after high school. The Village continues to support all of its graduates who have a dream.”

Today, Erez is a Major in Israel’s navy and serves as an ammunitions expert. He mentors at-risk youth.

Miriam Ciesler (Poland)

“I was overwhelmed when I arrived at Yemin Orde. I was a good student, but since I didn’t understand anything, everything was very hard.”

Today, Miriam is a guide for international youth. Her goal is to become a social worker.

Israela Tadela (Ethiopia)

”Yemin Orde taught me independence and values. The things I learned about myself, are a big part of who I am today.”

Today, Isrela is a television News Producer at a major Israeli station. She is a role model for youth.

In 2016, 110 alumni received scholarships for higher education.
In 2016, we worked actively with more than 700 educators in the three-year integration process, impacting 3,000 youth. Below is a list of the 30 educational communities that have partnered in the Village Way process. To date, Village Way Educational Initiatives has impacted 1,500 educators and 11,800 youth at-risk.

New communities 2016-2017:
Community High Schools:
• Emunah Torah and Arts High School, Jerusalem
• Jisr a-Zarqa Atid Technology High School*
• Makr-Jdede Naamat High School
• Tel Nof Ort Air Force Technical High School

Continuing Communities:
Youth Villages:
• Hadassah Neurim, near Netanya
• Ktziney Yam Ort, Ashdod
• Manof, near Akko
• Nahalat Yehuda, Rishon Letzion
Community High Schools:
• Adivi Ashkelon Ort Technology
• Ashdod Amal Technology
• Ibn Rushd Tamra Technology*
• Mahat Akko Ort Technology*
• Mitarani Holon Ort Technology

"Graduate" Communities that have completed the official process:
Youth Villages
• Aloney Yitzhak
• Kedma
• Kfar Hassidim
• Neve Amiel Therapeutic Youth Village
• Neveh Hadassah
• TOM
High Schools
• Amal Shimshon Technical School**
• Beit Ha’arava Ort Technology
• Beit Shean Ort Technology
• Branco-Weiss Tachkimoni School
• Dalilat Al-Karmel Amal Technology***
• Marom Akko Ort Technology
• Tel Aviv Amal Technology
• Yad Shapira Ort, Tel Aviv

Residential Communities
• Eden, therapeutic community for girls
• Beit Haboger, therapeutic community for boys
• Talpiot, residential and day programs for children 6-14

*Part of the Arab Sector Initiative of the Kennedy Leigh Charitable Trust ** Amal Shimshon closed; however, its educators have moved on to other educational frameworks and are bringing with them all they have learned to their new communities. ***The process with the school in Dalilat Al-Carmel has been terminated.

Gap Year Programs
Instill Self-Worth and Values
Yemin Orde's Gap Year Leadership Programs for Immigrant Men and Women are highly-successful preparatory programs in Israel specifically designed to meet the unique needs of marginalized at-risk youth. The Mechinot (plural for Mechina, which is the Hebrew term for these programs) provide opportunity to strengthen academic and leadership skills, as well as teach important life skills necessary for a productive life following military or national service.

These programs operate under the auspices of Village Way Educational Initiatives.
Our goal is to build a relationship with our teens so we can help them get to the next high level – to be a leader.

— Shmuli Bing
Director
Yemin Orde Youth Village
Shmuli Bing arrived at Yemin Orde Youth Village in 2010 to lead its high school as Principal. Just four years later, he assumed the demanding role of Village Director with boundless energy, compassion and innovative ideas to help better the lives of his students.

Shmuli continues to serve as confidante, teammate and spiritual and emotional advisor to the 430 troubled teens under his care.

Shmuli’s work at Yemin Orde is guided by a “circle of empathy,” a process to help the Village’s staff understand the behaviors and motives of its at-risk youth, and to better reach and repair the depth of their troubled souls.

“It is most important to understand the point of view of the children. We must have empathy,” Shmuli said. “Our staff works hard to connect to our children so they understand that, at Yemin Orde, we “repair” we do not “punish.’ Our goal is to build a faithful relationship with our teens so we can help them get to the next high level – to be a leader.”

Shmuli’s parents arrived in Israel from France and Switzerland. He is sensitive to the immigrant experience of Yemin Orde’s youth.

“The Yemin Orde difference from other youth villages is our global environment and community of understanding. Each culture at the Village adds learning for everyone. Our children encourage each other and learn to respect each other’s cultures and traditions,” he said. “It is my great honor to help educate and nurture Israel’s future leaders.”

As Yemin Orde’s popular director, Shmuli brings extensive experience in education management and teaching, as well as in the administration of NGO’s that focus on social welfare issues.

During his military service with the Israel Defense Forces, he served as Company Commander in the Education Corps.

Shmuli lives in the Village with his wife, Batya, and their five children.

**Staff Spotlight: Shmuli Bing**

Shmuli Bing’s “circle of empathy” builds understanding and open communication between staff and the Village’s fragile youth.

---

**Yemin Orde Youth Village**

Shmuli Bing, Director*
Susan Weijel, Deputy Director*
Galit Leibovitch, Principal, Yemin Orde High School
Amit Treister, Director, Informal Education
Ronit Weizman, Finance Director

**Village Way Educational Initiatives**

Dr. Chaim Peri, Founder-President
Haim Rubovitch, CEO*
Dotan Levi, Director, Village Way Educational Institute
Susan Weijel, Deputy Director*
Ronit Weizman, Finance Director

**Friends of Yemin Orde**

Karen Sallerson, Executive Director*
Leslie Kline, Director, Administration & Finance
Robert Gurmankin, Director, Major Gifts
Lianne Goldsmith, Western Region, Development Director
Barbara Sherbill, Consultant Marketing & Communications

* Friends of Yemin Orde Executive Committee
What is the source of your individual and collective charitable inspiration?

Marilyn Shubin: “I was first introduced to Chaim Peri and Yemin Orde on a trip organized by the Atlanta Jewish Federation. Yemin Orde was love at first sight. The ability to witness the success of the Village Way, our face-to-face meetings with the children, and the growth of the Educational Initiatives and its impact through the years continues to inspire us all. Now the ultimate reward is witnessing our third generation join the Board.”

Debbie Shubin Levinson: “I believe that every child desperately needs a family and a place to belong and call home. The children at Yemin Orde... receive the support, love and education that every child needs to thrive.”

Robby Shubin: “I’ll never forget my grandmother’s retirement party from the Atlanta Jewish Federation and all the wonderful compliments her colleagues gave her. It was a special experience as a young kid to see the impact she made on so many people over years of service. I am greatly inspired by my family.”

Is there a favorite Yemin Orde story?

Josh Shubin: “On a personal visit to Israel we stayed at Yemin Orde’s guest house. We remember every encounter with the students, the staff, the Shabbat dinner and the warm hospitality of Chaim and Shuli Peri. We were deeply touched by everyone’s kindness.”

LS: “I love hearing Chaim or Susan say ‘let me tell you about this kid you just met’ and have an amazing story of their background come pouring out. A visit to the Village with first-timers is always a treat to see their expressions as they meet the kids, the staff and hear the stories.”

How do we encourage the Next Generation to become philanthropic?

Joanie Shubin: I believe it takes bringing people to the Village to see first-hand the work we do. Chaim Peri, Susan Weijel and others are fabulous at telling the stories about the students but there is nothing like seeing it through one’s own eyes and meeting the students personally.

DSL: I believe that people are caring and, if they truly understand the needs, they will share their time and financial resources to make the world a better place. I hope that my children, and hopefully future grandchildren, will continue our family traditions of philanthropy and involvement in the community. I hope that they will be guided by our Jewish values as they navigate their own lives.

RS: The Next Generation will be headed in the right direction if they are willing to invest their time in addition to resources. I have been lucky to have the support of an amazing family. No one gets where they are by themselves so I just want to try and pay it forward.

What life lessons from charitable-giving can generations share?

MS: Our focus and involvement with Yemin Orde as a philanthropic priority has given us pleasure beyond measure. The lesson I learned is to find a way to say ‘yes’ to unique leadership opportunities as opposed to the instinctive ‘no.’

Lewis Shubin: To treat everyone they meet with kindness and respect and to remember that their good fortune comes with responsibilities to care for others.

DSL: My parents have been my greatest influences. They taught me, through example, to live a life guided by the Jewish values of tzedekah and tikkun olam.
Your gift helps close a $7,000 per child gap between Israel government assistance and the actual costs to maintain Yemin Orde’s high quality education and activities for its children.

Your support also allows Village Way Educational Initiatives to empower more educators with training in the Village Way methodology. In this way, hundreds more of Israel’s at-risk youth can turn their troubled lives around and achieve their potential as citizens.

### Your Dollars At Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>Care package for one graduate in the military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500</td>
<td>Art, music and theater enrichment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>Need-based scholarship for one graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>Orthodontic treatment for one child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>Computer Center upgrades for computers and software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7,000</td>
<td>Support one child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9,600</td>
<td>Equipment for hiking and camping trips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$18,000</td>
<td>Challenge (Etgar) hike program for senior class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>Salary of one informal educator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000</td>
<td>Girls empowerment program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000</td>
<td>Adopt one Village Way educational community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thank you to these teens for providing a minimum of $1,800 from their B’nai Mitzvah Tzedakah project.

**2016 B’nai Mitzvah Wall of Honor**

- Nathaniel Cohen, New York, NY
- Rachel Goodman, Studio City, CA
- Julie Samantha Gross, Edgemont, NY
- Alexander Jacobson, Greenwich, CT
- Shana Rand Weitzen and Zach Weitzen, Chappaqua, NY

*Todah Rabah • Thank You for your support!*
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES (AUDITED)

INCOME

Contributions, Grants and Pledges $7,263,587
Interest and Investment Income $753,613
Other Revenue $147,716

TOTAL INCOME $8,164,916

EXPENSES

Program Services:
Grants for Yemin Orde Youth Village $3,568,187
Grants for Village Way Educational Initiatives $2,469,240
Total Program Services $6,037,427

Support Services:
General and Administrative $339,495
Fundraising $578,058
Total Support Services $917,553

TOTAL EXPENSES $6,954,980

Changes in Net Assets from Operations $1,209,936
Net Assets (Beginning of year) $20,362,824

NET ASSETS (END OF YEAR) $21,572,760

Friends of Yemin Orde continues to receive a Four Star rating from Charity Navigator for exemplary fundraising administration.

SUSTAINING FRIENDS

A Friends of Yemin Orde Sustaining Friend is a donor who makes or renews a commitment of $1,000 or more to the current year’s Annual Campaign AND agrees to renew the annual commitment for the following year or more.

We are grateful to the donors, recognized in bold type on the following Honor Roll pages, who have indicated by May 31, 2017 their intent to continue their 2016 gift in 2017 or beyond. Sustaining Friends enable us to set our fundraising goals with confidence. If you are interested in becoming a Sustaining Friend, please call 202.237.0286 or email karen@yeminorde.org.
Thank You

Lifetime Giving

We are proud to recognize our partners who have invested in our programs with cumulative gifts of $500,000 and over.

ACHARAI (Follow Me) $1,000,000 +
Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta
Anonymous
The Azeez Foundation
Harriet and George Blank
Suzi and David Cordish and Family
Fineshriber Family Foundation
Linda and Michael Frieze
Gelfand Family Charitable Trust
Paula and Jerry Gottesman
Nancy and Stephen Grand
Nancy Reichman and Charlie Gwirtsman
Arlene and Bob Kogod
The Marcus Foundation
One 8 Foundation
Susan Rothenberg
Linda and Arthur Schwartz
Paula and Mark Solomon
The Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Judy and Josh Weston

BONIM (Builder) $500,000 +
Anonymous
Judy and Nick Bunzl
Carl Marks Foundation - Mark Claster
CMS Companies
Edith Everett
Janie and Adam Frieman
Michael Gordon
The Rosalinde and Arthur Gilbert Foundation
Hammel Family Foundation
Jewish National Fund
Jill and Steve Karp
Klarman Family Foundation
Beth and Bill Landman
Schaina and Josephina Lurje Memorial Foundation
Arlene and Bernard Potter
Jewish Federation of Reading
Aviva and Paul Silberberg

L’Chaim Society

Recognition program for friends who have included Friends of Yemin Orde in their estate plans.

Miriam Alimono
Frederic and Vicki Arnold
Kathy and Michael Azeez
Berle and Pam Berger
Harriet and George Blank
Nick Bunzl
Suzanne F. Cohen
The Cordish Family
Jane and Alan Cornell
Fineshriber Family Foundation
Arthur and Deanna Friedman
Laurel and Orrie z”l Friedman
The Frieman Family
Linda and Michael Frieze
Shifra and Terry Gardner
Dena and Morey Goldberg
Sandra Goldstein
Nancy Reichman and Charlie Gwirtsman
Dena and Vic Hammel
Beth and Billy Landman
Gail Levine, Rick Lund and Tamara Jerry Moff
Todd and Yadira Patkin
Susan Pollack and Mark Sullivan
Karen and Ron Sallerson
Sue and Joel B. Sherman
Josh and Marilyn Shubin
Irene and Bernard Siegel
Aviva and Paul Silberberg
Mark and Paula Solomon
Jeanette z”l and Seymour Spira
Rhoda and Chuck Steiner
Peter G. Stone
Kathi and Joseph Wahed z”l
Judy and Josh Weston
Eveline and Guy Weyl
Marcie and Howard Zelikow

Named Endowment Funds

Established to provide annual financial support in perpetuity.

Susan E. Pollack Fund  (Scholarships)
Recant Family Fund  (Scholarships)
Hattie and Arnold Segal Fund  (Learning Center)
Ben Snyder Fund (Scholarships)

Federations and Organizations

The following made a gift in 2016.

Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta
Bank Leumi
Jack M. Barrack Hebrew Academy
B’nai Israel Congregation Rockville, MD
The Israel-World Jewry Bureau of the Birmingham Jewish Federation
Central Synagogue, New York
Congregation Etz Chaim - IL
Jewish Federation of Durham - Chapel Hill
United Jewish Foundation of Metropolitan Detroit
Jacobson Jewish Community Foundation of the Jewish Federation of South Palm Beach County
Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles
Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles
Jewish Federation and Family Services of Orange County
United Jewish Federation of Pittsburgh
Jewish Alliance of Greater Rhode Island
Jewish Federation of Reading
Jewish Community Foundation of San Diego
Jewish Federation of Sioux City
Westchester Reform Temple - NY
Wright Endowment Fund at the UJA Federation of Greenwich
World of Children Award
Zionist House/Israel Cultural Center

We apologize if we have inadvertently missed your name on the Honor Roll. Please excuse any spelling errors.

Honor Roll

These categories reflect total giving January 1 through December 31, 2016 to Friends of Yemin Orde.

$1,000,000 +
The Marcus Foundation

$500,000 - $999,999
Gelfand Family Charitable Trust

$250,000 - $499,999
Fineshriber Family Foundation

$100,000 - $249,999
Anonymous
The Azeez Foundation
Harriet and George Blank
Suzi and David Cordish and Family
Linda and Michael Frieze

$50,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
Carl Marks Foundation - Mark Claster
Hammel Family Foundation
HMS Foundation
Jill and Steve Karp
Carol and Larry Levy
Beth and Larry Greenberg
Elaine Gorbach Levine Foundation
Tibor Gonda
Orit and Jeff Goldstein
Dena and Morey Goldberg
Joseph & Sherrie Garfield
Meryl and Ron Gallatin
Tamar and Kenneth Frieze
Nancy and Steve Fischman
Essie and Steven Feder
Janet and Jake Farber
Suzanne F. Cohen
Frances Bunzl
Judy and Nick Bunzl
Franca Bunzl
Suzanne Bunzl Wilner
Michal and Mordechai Wiesler
$25,000 - $49,999
Alexandra Fuchs and Gideon Argov
The Baron de Hirsch Fund
Toby and Leon Cooperman
Jane and Alan Cornell
Yoli and Mark Davis
Donna and David Frieze
Barbara Goldman
Marcy and Robert Haber
Paul and Arnetta Himmelstein
Foundation
Nicholas N. Kittrie, KSTJ
Klarman Family Foundation
The Leon Levine Foundation
Sharon Mishkin and
Mark Rosenzweig
Seed The Dream Foundation
Aviva and Paul Silberman
MaryAnn and Stanley Snider
Paula and Mark Solomon
Barbara and Kenneth Wexler
$10,000 - $24,999
The Stanford and Joan Alexander
Foundation
Melissa and Paul Anderson-
Neubauer Family Foundation
Jim Aresty
The Argo Family Fund
Atmos Foundation
Herbert Bearman Foundation
Joshua Bekenstein
Mandell and Madeleine Berman
Foundation
Deisi and Max Blankfeld
Terrie and Brad Bloom
Bert E. Brodsky
Judy and Nick Bunzl
Frances Bunzl
Suzanne F. Cohen
Michelle and Bill Copelin
Ann and Marty Davis
Janet and Jake Farber
Essie and Steven Feder
Nancy and Steve Fishman
Patricia Freysinger
Tamar and Kenneth Frieze
Deborah Frieze
Meryl and Ron Gallatin
Judith and David Ganzl
Joseph & Sherrie Garfield
Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Dena and Morey Goldberg
Orit and Jeff Goldstein
Tibor Gonda
Elaine Gorbach Levine Foundation
Beth and Larry Greenberg
Adriana and Edgar Halac
Penny and Jeff Heckman
Abby Friedman and Harry Heiman
Heyman-Merrin Family Foundation
Kimberly and Jeffrey Hirschfeld
Michael and Kristin Karp
Arlene and Bob Kogod
Ari Levy
Linda Dresner and Ed Levy Jr.
Carol and Joey Low
Dan Miller
Philip L. Miller, MD
Tamara and Richard Morgenstern
Marianne and Kenneth Novack
Marilyn and Dale Okonow
Yadira and Toddi Patkin
The Percy Fund
Jerome Perle
Arlene and Bernard Potter
Stepheny and Robert Riemer
Robert Russell Memorial Foundation
Amanda and Michael Salzhauser
Jana and John Scarpia
Donna and Peter Schissel
Cosette Charitable Fund
Stefanie Seltzer
Irvin and Beatrice M. Shaffer Fund
Barbara and Ed Shapiro
Christine and Robert Small
Maxine Snyder
Linda and Ed Spilka
Katie and Harry Sugarman
Harriet and Marc Suvall
Vi Weinsteine
Myriam Weinsteine
Sidney Wolk
Jackie Woolf
Sandy and Tim Wuliger
Marcie and Howard Zellikow
$5,000 - $9,999
S2 Duane Associates LLC
Marc and Anita Abramowitz
Foundation
Amy and David Abroms
Lazarus Investment Partners, LLP
Judy and Hal Abroms
Harvey Allen
Phyllis and Eliot Arnowitz
B.L. Manger Foundation, Inc
Laura and Brad Baer
Barbara and Keith Bank
Bank Leumi
June Baumgardner Gelbart
Foundation
Joan and Steve Belkin
Sandra Berbeco Coen
Peninah and Albert Berdugo
Susan and Marvin Berenblum
Pamela and Berle Berger
Lois and Irvin Cohen
Oliver Cohen
Helen Cytryn
Rabbi Shira Milgrom and
Dr. David Elcott
Sandra and Donald Epstein
The Epstein Family Foundation
Beverly and Dick Fink
Nadine and Steven Folds
Joan and Vic Gelb
David Gitlitz
Albert B. Glickman Family
Foundation
Edward R. Goldberg
Robert Goldman
Stanley and Audrey Goldstein
Foundation
The Gorlin Family Foundation
Celeste and Jack Grynberg
Isadore and Bertha Gudelsky Family
Foundation, Inc.
Arlene and Don Hirschfeld
Beatriz and Harold Jacobsohn
Aline and Leo Jacobsohn Foundation
Klaff Family Foundation
Michael Kromnick
Liz and George Krupp
Julie and Howard Levine
Lynn and Jesse Levine
Annabel z”l and Philip Lindy z”l
Jill and Alan Miller
Ebby Moussazedeh
Yvette and Peter Muldery
Susan and Roger Patkin
Barbara and Frank Resnek
Fawn and Brian Rich
Lisa and Steven Rosenfeld
Fran and Eric Rosenfeld
Aviva and David Rubin
Samuel Foundation
Luly and Maurice Samuels
Cyma and Ed Satell
Lois Schnitzer
Rachel and Eric Schwartz
Aby Pogrebin and David Shapiro
Robert and Yadelie Sklare
Foundation
Ela and Sasson Somek
Sarah and Marvin Sternklar-Davis
Ruth Taubman
The Snider Foundation, Craig Snider
Michal and Mordechai Wiesler
Suzanne Bunzl Wilner
Rosanne Ziering
$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Dveera Segal and Bradley Bridge
Jack Chester Foundation
Margot and Jonathan Davis
Rachel and Peter Dixon
Lisa and Alan Engel
Julie and Alex Fax
Michelle and Jeff Feig
Rachel and David Fine
Susan and Stew Fisher
Jodie and Steven Fishman
Omra and Michael Goren
Herman Foundation
Ronne and Donald Hess Foundation
Isaac Hirschbein and Kathy Bietscher
Sandra and Howard Hoffen
Sherry and Alan Leventhal
Fred and Sarah Lipsky Foundation
David Lonner
Cynthia and William Marcus
Barbara and Milt Moritz
Miriam Newman and Michael Pinnolis
Sharon and Howard Rich
Jill and Wade Rubinstein
Sarah and David Schwarz
Marilyn and Josh Shubin and Family
Debbie and Rich Silverstein
Myra and Robert Snyder
Jodie and Barry Sobel
Jessica and Scott Srebnick
Cliff Viner
Lisa and Neil Wallack
Wein Family Foundation
Carla and Bruce Weiner
Emanuel and Anna Weinsteirn
Foundation
Diane and Howard Wolff
$1,000 - $2,499
Yael and Craig Ackermann
Marta and Bob Adelson
Merrick Adelstein
Dr. and Mrs. Todd Albert
Sylvia Atkins
Jennifer Weber and Laurence Baillen
Charlene and Stephen Barasch
Judith Bass and Jack Levy
Lisa and Eric Becker
Vicki and Gerry Benjamin
Rose and Ed Berman
Pamela and Martin Bernard
Nathan Billig and Gail Weinmann
Danielle and Adam Blank
David Blieden
Jerome and Elaine Blumenthal
Endowment Fund
Carol and Rick Boas
Bernard Bress
Kathe and Morris Brown and Family
Linda and Michael Channick
Edward A. Chernoff
Sandi and Stanley Churgin
Stanley Cohen
Leslie and Mitchell Cohen
Hedy and Morris Cohen
Pamela Cohen
Scot Cohen
Andrea and Robert Colton
Courtside Charitable Foundation
Don Crawford, Jr.
Laura and Michael Cutler
Diana and James Daniels
Steve Demby
Stephanie Dodson
Joseph Donohue
Lisa and Jeffrey Dugal
Sharon and Bob Efron
Ellen and Howard Feinsand
Janet and George Felleman
Beverly and Mark Fienberg
Sandra and Steven Finkelstein
Marcy Bass and Scott Fisher
Donald Fleishaker
Andrea and Robert Fortunoff
Vanessa and Isaac Frank
Lois and Larry Frank
Herbert Fredman
Mikki and Morris Futernick
Shifra and Terry Gardner
Kimberly and Bob Gatof
Judy and Richard Gershman
Maris and Donald Goldberg
Howard I. Golden, Malta
Robin and Robert Goodfriend
Steve Greenberg
Ronald Grodsky
Roy Gross
Laurie and Frank Gutman
Beth and Louis Gutman
Claire and Sidney Handler
Sandy and Jerome Helman
Janet and Mark Hershey
Daniel Hirschfeld
Janet and Kenneth Hoffman
Anne and Norm Jacobson
Solange and Lloyd Jaffe
Natalie and Jay Kaiman
The Kaplan Family Foundation
Marjorie and Bruce Kashkin
Walter Katovsky
Karen and Stephen Kaufman
Judith and Harvey Klein
Kim and Richard Kopelman
Greta Koppel
Selena Chana and Joshua Kutin
JM Lazarus Foundation
Marcia and Alan Leifer
Lenore and Maximillan Lerner
Melissa and David Leven
Edwin Levine
Ellen and Herbert Levitt
Karyn and Ephraim Likerman
Rebecca and Bennett Lindenbaum
Florence Lipsman
Morris Lipton
Susan Lobel
Sally Mendelsohn and David Lowenfeld
Stephen Malkin
Charlotte and Joel Marks
Judith and Paul May
Shoshana Quint and Jonathan Melmed
Rita and Bob Miller
Arlene Mitchell
Ralph Nappi
Dale and Michael Nissenson
Ruth Malman and Michael Opatowski
Michael Oshinsky
Shelley and Josep Paradis
Aviva and David Lee-Parritz
Jeffrey Penner and Felicia Douglas
Randi and Scott Pomerantz
Judith Raynor
Genie Reichman
Tzina and Louis Richman
Meshnick Charitable Family Foundation
Sandra and Dennis Rosenzweig
Robin and Jack Ross
Jordan Roth and Richie Jackson
Susan and Glenn Rothman
Shari and Jacob Safra
Karen and Ron Sallerson
Susan and Hank Salzhauser
Janice and Jeffrey Sandelman
Phyllis and Harvey Sandler
Rhoda and William Sapers
Linda and Donald Schlinger
Marcia and Albert Schmier
Seth Selman
Olivia and Gerald Shapiro
Nanci and Doug Sharon
Barbara and Arthur Sheer
Barbara and Ray Sherboll
Barbara and Malcolm Sherman
Julie and Steve Shifman
Morrie and Leigh Siegel
Linda and Mark Silberman
Fabienne and Doug Silverman
Alison Lorber and Ed Siskin
Adam Smith
Jordan Smoller
Risa and Joseph Sontz
Joanna and Joel Stein
Diane and Joseph Steinberg
Richard Steinberg
Diane and Bill Stern
Donna and Hans Sternberg
Betty and Alan Sunshine
Sandy and Jack Swartz
Judith and Sidney Swartz
Naomi Tamerin
Lenny and Lola Tanzer
Donna and Eli Taub
Mark Taulee
Lisbet Temple
Laura and Michael Tepper
Mindy and Neil Tucker
John Turner
Marcia and Ira Wagner
Lynn and Steve Wasserman
Eliza and Jon Weber
Renee Foster and Mark Weinberg
Penny and Steve Weinberg
Sherrie Lynn Weinstein
Brenda and Steve Weinstein
Karen and Roger Weisberg
Shirley and Bart Weisman
Barbara and Melvyn Weiss
Leslie and Harris Wildstein
Alison and Cory Wishengrad
Marla and Jeff Wolk
Debra Yanofsky and Steve Shulman
$500 - $999
Meryl and Stewart Ain
Lisa and Arthur Albert
Judy and Issie Alter
Shirley and Martin Amudson
Linda and Albert Anikstein
Harlene and Henry Appelman
Peter Barker-Huelster and Allison Freedman
Weisberg
Barbara Berger
Rachel and David Berl
Rachel Stone and Robert Bernstein
Rabbi Richard and Lisa Plavin
Beth and Michael Bloom
Claudia Taubman and Walter Borek
Rachel and Bertie Bregman
Eleanor and Peter Bregman
Malaika Amon and Anthony Bregman
Michelle Brody and Hal Blumenfeld
David Burstin
Giuliani Calabi
James Calmas
Rabbi Gary Charlestein
Stephanie and Richard Chestnov
Louise and George Connors
Jennifer and Allan Daniels
Vital Signs LLC
Nava and Mark Els
Dana and Adam Fine
Carol and Richard Fleisher
Chaya and Howard Friedman
Kate Boldovan and Michael Gershenson
Bart and Stephanie Gersten
Amy Borg-Glickman and Alexander Glickman
Ellen and Ray Goldberg
Linda and Neal Goldstein
Lirona Kadosh and Ethan Goldstein
Meryl and David Gordon
Lynette and Michael Green
Marybeth Guerrieri
Linda and Alan Halpert
Jan and Andy Harman
Diane and David Hess
Kim and Larry Heyman
Dale and Stephen Hoffman
Jack Jacobson
Susan and Bruce Jacobson
Phyllis and Robert Jaffee
Melanie and Bernie Kaminetsky
Elaine and Gil Kanter
Adele L. Kaplan
Catherine and Lawrence Kasper
Hillary Katz
Ann Kern
Rachel and Moshe Klausner
Leslie and Larry Kline
Judith Kurland
Luis and Lee Lainer
Lane Charitable Fund
Sharyn and Leon Lane
Lauren and Jason Lazar
Luciana Pajecki and Alon Lederman
Bern and Noah Levine
Sonia and Daniel Levy-Weyl
Jeff Lipkowitz and Jodi Brodsky
Seth Lipner
Diane and Dean Maglaris
Rabbis Janet and Sheldon Marder
Harold Masor
Stephanie and Lionel Mellul
Carol and Eric Meyers
Joanne and Joel Mogy
Catherine and Ben Moosazadeh
Aleza and Dmitry Nemirof
Khosrow Pakravan
Nancy and Harold Parritz
Adam Pelatt
Alaya Cohen and John Podhoretz
Rita Posner
Rodney Prop
Nancy Raphael
Sandra A. Rapke
Barbara and Jeffrey Rosenberg
Jodi and Robert Rosenthal
Monica Salih
Joshua Schickman
Lilo and Richard Schifer
Lisa Rotmil and Alex Schmelzer
Paul Schnitman
Barbara and Daniel Schwartz
Lori and Herman Schwarz
Sherry and Moshe Shiche
Kirsten and Brian Shiren
Leigh and Robby Shubin
Ronnie and Steven Sichel
Nicole and Milos Silber
Onir and Jeff Spiegel
Errol Spiero
Barbara Sprung
Susan Feit and Eitan Stern
Monica Sufar
Michael Sussman
Marianne and Kevin Tierney
Deborah and Marc Weitzen
Paul Woffowitz
Ruth and Daniel Wolinsky
Jackie and Mark Wong
Terry and David Yoffie
Marc S. Zeplin Foundation
Rabbi and Sheldon Zimmerman
Ellen and Leonard Zuckerman

Sustaining Friends are recognized in bold type.
We Welcome Visitors Year-Round!

Whether you travel to Israel on a tour, as a family, or as an individual, we guarantee that a visit to Yemin Orde will be a highlight of your trip. At Yemin Orde, you’ll be able to:

▸ Tour the Village and stay for lunch
▸ Explore Yemin Orde’s sustainable Eco-Farm
▸ Meet the teens and staff
▸ Celebrate a special milestone

Contact our national office at 202.237.0286 or email info@yeminorde.org to arrange an unforgettable visit to our Village!